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ABSTRACT

Successful satellite communication systems, providing service to thousands of users, must
feature very inexpensive earth terminals. As many functions as possible must be
transferred to the satellite, or a central control station, to reduce terminal complexity and
cost. When satellite processors are used to demodulate, route, and error-correction decode
and encode the communication channel data synchronization requirements can strongly
affect system costs.

Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) is an efficient technique for efficiently
distributing satellite services among many system users. Traditional TDMA
synchronization techniques feature independent synchronization of each system
communication data burst. This is expensive in terms of hardware complexity and system
overhead efficiency. Demodulators and data bit-synchronizers must be designed to acquire
during short burst preamble times, and unique-word-defectors must be provided to identify
the burst time-division-multiplex reference. Burst preambles consume a significant portion
of the available communication time, or force long frame periods with expensive buffers,
as the number of independent communication channels becomes large.

This paper discusses a synchronization technique for use with an onboard processing
satellite communication system. The satellite oscillator is used as the system time
reference, and as the frequency source for all downlink carriers and data clocks. Downlink
timing is established at each system earth terminal by a combination of carrier and data-
clock tracking, and a downlink timing epoch signal consisting of one bit per TDMA data
burst. Uplink timing is established by an open-loop range prediction process, utilizing
precision ephemerides calculated and distributed by the central control station.



Overall timing accuracy of the uplink signal at the satellite receiver of ±7 nanoseconds
allows unambiguous identification of each data bit position in a 128 Mbps TDMA burst.
This is accomplished with simple, inexpensive terminal hardware using available crystal
oscillators for time/frequency references and digital synthesis techniques that may be
implemented in digital LSI chips.

This paper presents terminal hardware block diagrams, satellite block diagrams, and
central control station algorithms for the required timing synchronization functions. Error
budgets for the identified error sources are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Synchronization of uplink TDMA signals to a ± 7 nanosecond accuracy allows satellite-
onboard processing of the communications digital data without unique-word detection
hardware and synchronization buffers. Synchronous digital hardware, where each bit
function is identified by the bit timing, is generally much simpler than asynchronous
hardware. With ± nanosecond uplink timing accuracy, complete synchronization of 128
Mbps quadriphase-modulated signals is achieved by only carrier and data-clock
acquisition circuits in the satellite uplink TDMA demodulator.

The technique which achieves this accuracy takes advantage of the several unique features
of the particular digital communication system design (Reference 1). The earth terminal
hardware required is simple and, with digital LSI techniques, can be made very
inexpensive in large (more than 1,000) quantities.

The synchronization technique consists of:

1. Measuring the satellite position and velocity accurately using wideband SSTDMA
trunking hardware.

2. Calculating the satellite state vector (x, y, z, x0 , y0 , z0) at a central control station and
distributing the state vector periodically to each earth terminal.

3. Measuring downlink signal time at each earth terminal precisely with carrier and data
clock phase-lock-loops and PN code word detection.

4. Calculating the range and range rate at each earth terminal, and advancing the
downlink signal time by twice the calculated delay to determine uplink timing.

5. Performing a bias calibration at each earth terminal location to remove the first-order
error effects from all bias sources.



6. Integrating the calculated range-rate with a synchronous indirect synthesizer to
provide continuous uplink timing with periodic range-rate updates.

This process is illustrated in Figure 1.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The satellite communication system being designed consists of a 512 Mbps quadriphase
SSTDMA trunking subsystem, and a Customer Premises Services (CPS) small user
subsystem with uplinks at 32 and 128 Mbps TDMA burst rates and 256 Mbps TDMA
burst rate downlinks. The 512 Mbps SSTDMA trunking subsystem operation is similar to
the Western Union Advances WESTAR system. The only differences are operation at
512 Mbps rather than 250 Mbps and at 30/20 GHz rather than 14/12 GHz.

A wideband data communication channel provides extremely precise ranging capability.
Range measurement errors are usually dominated by:

• Measurement noise on the highest frequency ranging component

• Time delay variations through the system hardware

Measurement noise on the 256 MHz data clock must be less than about 5 degrees of phase
to provide efficient quadriphase coherent-demodulation. This results in ranging noise less
than 0.6 nanosecond. Time delay variations through hardware consists of bandwidth
variation terms and path delay terms. The bandwidth delay is approximately 1/B seconds
for each filter element where B is the filter bandwidth. In a 500 MHz bandwidth system,
1/B is 2 nanoseconds. Variations in the 1/B delay, even allowing for many sequential
filters in the system should be less than 0.2 nanoseconds. Path delay variations can be
estimated in the satellite as



This path delay variation is 14 mm or 1.4 psec, and should be entirely negligible.

Other errors become significant with the reduction of the traditional dominant ranging error
terms to less than 0.7 nanoseconds. These include tropospheric and ionospheric delay
variations. The dry tropospheric range variation is normally less than 0.5 cm for zenith
delay. A large pressure front could cause a 1.5-2 cm variation. Rain has a large effect on
loss, but the primary wet tropospheric range variation effect is water vapor. This may
cause 24 cm zenith delay, at worst-case location. With no compensation of any kind and
30Eelevation angle, combined uplink/downlink effects might cause up to 3.3 nanoseconds
total variation (Reference 2, Reference 3).

Calculation of the satellite state vectors from the trunking terminal range data introduces
large crosstrack geometric dilution of precision (GDOP). Fortunately, the calculation of
range from the CPS stations is not sensitive to these errors as long as the trunking stations
“span” the geographic area containing the CPS stations. The total effect of the
transformation process from ranges to position to ranges introduces a total error
magnification factor bounded by X2 and generally less than X1.

Other errors include quantization errors in distributing satellite position and velocity data,
modeling errors, downlink time measurement errors, bias calibration and bias drift errors.
These are all estimated in Table 1.

CORRECTION TECHNIQUE
The technique for applying the corrections to uplink timing hardware are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Downlink timing extraction and control data demodulation are shown in
Figure 2. Correction of uplink timing is illustrated in Figure 3. Receive time epoch is
derived by tracking the data clock and identifying a time code in the demodulated data
stream using the sync time detector. This time code could be a “unique word” such as a
Barker Code, but more probably would be implemented as a one-bit-per burst linear-shift-
register pseudo-noise (PN) code.

A nominal transmit time advance is initially hypothesized by the terminal control logic.
The order wire interface receives data from the master control station (see Figure 1) and
sends the satellite ephemerides data, the (x, y, z,  x0 , y0 , z0 ) data to the terminal calculator.
Receive and transmit epoch times are then compared by a range counter and a range-rate
synthesizer is used to slew the transmit epoch to an offset from the receive epoch
corresponding to the calculated 2-way satellite range.

Range-rate values are then used to continuously update the transmit epoch offset through
the range-rate synthesizer, and the range offset is periodically compared to calculated
range and updated if required. Calculations in the CPS terminal consist of multiplying the



(x, y, z) or (x0 , y0 , z0) values by precalculated partial derivatives for the particular terminal
location, and summing the three resulting values with a fourth precalculated station bias
term.

PROCESS DYNAMICS

There are some errors caused by time delays in the process. The modeling error consists of
neglecting acceleration over a 5-second period. The satellite position dynamics are small.
Stationkeeping is held to 0.03E inclination and east/west accuracy to reduce CPS terminal
antenna pointing requirements. Assuming similar accuracy in eccentricity control, the peak
departure from nominal station is about 20 km. Dynamics maximum values may be
estimated by assuming diurnal sinusoidal motion. The results of this simple calculation are:

where

With these dynamic bounds, we will next consider other time-related errors. Range data
and range-rate data may be taken at each trunking terminal at extremely high rates with
independent sample errors since the clock tracking loop bandwidth will be in the
megahertz range. We will assume, however, that range and range rate data is reported only
once every 30 seconds, and that no filtering is done other than that inherent in the clock
tracking loop. If the sample times at each station are synchronized to ± 1 msec (one frame
period), the maximum errors due to nonsynchronous sampling are:

or

These are clearly negligible.



PROCESS TIME ERRORS

We must consider the process time-lags required-for taking data, transmitting data to the
central control station, calculations performed in that station, transmission time to the CPS
terminals, and calculations and implementation at the CPS terminals. Reasonable
allocations are:

• Taking Range Data (one TDMA frame) 10-3 seconds

• Transmission of Data to Control Station 251 x 10-3 seconds

<100 bits at 64 Kbps
250 msec two-way satellite delay

• Calculations at Control Station (Dedicated Hardware) 5 seconds

• Transmission of data to CPS terminals 290 x 10-3 seconds

40 bits @ 1 Kbps
250 msec two-way satellite delay

• Implementation at CPS terminals <5 seconds

Total Process Delay < 10.6 seconds

If we allocate a 15 second total process delay, the vectors distributed by the control station
must be advanced by that amount to compensate. Ignoring the orbital acceleration term
will result in a maximum error of 0.16 nsec.

The basic orbital acceleration term is greater than solar gravity, solar light pressure, lunar
gravity, and higher order earth gravity terms. By keeping the total process delay to 15
seconds, all of these effects may be ignored and the system “filter” used to determine
satellite position and to predict satellite position in the (near) future can consist of a six-
variable estimator: (x, y, z, k,  x0 , y0 , z0).

RANGE AND RANGE-RATE DATA ACQUISITION

The model presented above assumes that both range and range-rate data are taken at each
SSTDMA trunking station. Further, the range and range-rate data required imply a turn-
around mode in the SSTDMA switch such that each station views its own returned uplink
signal to take the necessary measurements. Some hardware simplifications are possible by



taking range data only and deriving range-rate data by differentiation. System efficiency
could be improved by measuring four-way ranges between pairs of trunking stations, thus
avoiding a SSTDMA switch turn-around mode. Neither of these enhanced approaches will
be covered in this paper.

Range-rate data is generated by tracking the “own-station” return signal, smoothing with a
gated phase-lock-loop, and performing a hardware comparison of the return carrier to the
(appropriately scaled) transmit carrier. This is the traditional range-rate measurement
technique modified for TDMA.

Range measurement consists simply of measuring the time from transmission of a data
burst to receipt of that same data burst. The measurement can be made by the combination
of a counter at the data clock rate, plus a receive/transmit clock phase comparison for fine
resolution. Both range and range-rate data are digitized and transmitted to the master
control station using the SSTDMA system order-wire.

Reference 1: W. M. Holmes, Jr., “30/20 GHz Demonstration System for Improving
Orbit Utilization,” session on Technology for Alleviating Spectrum and
Orbit Congestion, this conference.

Reference 2: Dr. G. M. Resch, Jet Propultion Laboratory, private communication.

Reference 3: C. H. Reitan, “Distribution of Precipitable Water Vapor over the Co.”



Table 1.  Synchronization Error Budget

Nanoseconds

Trunking Terminal Range Measurement Error 0.6

Measurement Quantization Error 0.5

Range Variation due to Bandwidth Effects 0.2

Range Variation due to Path Length Effects 0.002

Propagation Errors at Trunking Station (with humidity compensation) 0.5

Range Measurement Error 0.95

Geometric Dilution of Precision X2

Available Precision at Start of Correction Process 1.90

Satellite Position Vector Quantization <0.001
(30 bits each for x, y, z)

Satellite Velocity Vector Quantization <0.002
(13 bits each for ( x0 , y0 , z0)

Modeling Error (no acceleration, 5 seconds) <0.005

Downlink Time Error (5.0E at 128 Mbps) 0.22

CPS Terminal Clock Error (0.25 sec delay) 0.002

Transmit Time Reference 0.2
Synthesis Error (Synthesizer Phase Noise)

Bias Calibration Error 0.2

Bias Calibration Drift 0.2

Propagation at CPS, Downlink and Uplink 3.3

Nanosynchronous Sampling Error 0.024

Six-Variable 15 Second Model Error 0.16

Total Predicted 3F Error 3.83 nsec


